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Abstract: A systematic method for optimizing multivariate discriminants is developed and
applied to the important example of a light Higgs boson search at the Tevatron and the LHC.
The Signiﬁcance Improvement Characteristic (SIC), deﬁned as the signal eﬃciency of a cut or
multivariate discriminant divided by the square root of the background eﬃciency, is shown to
be an extremely powerful visualization tool. SIC curves demonstrate numerical instabilities
in the multivariate discriminants, show convergence as the number of variables is increased,
and display the sensitivity to the optimal cut values. For our application, we concentrate on
Higgs boson production in association with a W or Z boson with H → b¯ b and compare to the
irreducible standard model background, Z/W + b¯ b. We explore thousands of experimentally
motivated, physically motivated, and unmotivated single variable discriminants. Along with
the standard kinematic variables, a number of new ones, such as twist, are described which
should have applicability to many processes. We ﬁnd that some single variables, such as the
pull angle, are weak discriminants, but when combined with others they provide important
marginal improvement. We also ﬁnd that multiple Higgs boson-candidate mass measures,
such as from mild and aggressively trimmed jets, when combined may provide additional
discriminating power. Comparing the signiﬁcance improvement from our variables to those
used in recent CDF and DØ searches, we ﬁnd that a 10-20% improvement in signiﬁcance
against Z/W + b¯ b is possible. Our analysis also suggests that the H + W/Z channel with
H → b¯ b is also viable at the LHC, without requiring a hard cut on the W/Z transverse
momentum.1. Introduction
Search strategies for new physics often depend on being able to ﬁnd a small signal on top of
a large background. In many cases, there are an enormous number of possible discriminants
which one would ideally like to combine to maximize search sensitivity. One approach is to
choose, by some means, a small set of well-understood and fairly uncorrelated variables and
feed them into a multivariate discriminant such as an Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) or
a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT). This approach has been applied productively in the light
Higgs boson searches at CDF [1] and DØ [2, 3]. While these multivariate techniques can
often improve discrimination power, it is almost impossible to follow their inner workings in
full detail. A major concern is that they can pick up on unphysical features of the Monte
Carlo samples used to train them, rather than real diﬀerences in the signal and background
processes. At the same time, it is also unclear how dependent the absolute performance and
robustness are on the initial choice of variables. While we generally expect that there are
important multidimensional correlations that a computer can ﬁnd better than a person, we
would like to be able to capitalize on this fact in a more systematic manner. The goal of
this paper is to develop such a systematic programme, showing how to produce combined
discriminants that are more trustworthy and better optimized. Kinematic observables based
on well-understood, hard, perturbative physics become our 4-5 most powerful discriminants.
Beyond that, it is useful to examine properties of the jets themselves aﬀected by perturbative
QCD emissions.
The main example we consider is the production of a Higgs boson at the 14 TeV LHC in
association with a vector boson (Z or W), with the Higgs decaying to b¯ b. This process was
studied by both ATLAS and CMS. ATLAS, for example, concluded that the most promising
channel, WH → ℓνb¯ b, would not provide enough signiﬁcance for discovery [4]. More recently,
WH and ZH were revived with the observation that putting a hard cut on a single variable
can signiﬁcantly enhance signal-to-background ratio [5, 6]. In particular, imposing a cut pT >
200GeV on the reconstructed Z reduces the signal by factor of 20, but reduces the background
by a much larger factor of 320. This pT cut (used in conjunction with jet substructure
methods to optimize mass resolution and background shaping), reinstated WH and ZH as
possible Higgs discovery modes at the LHC. It is, at the outset, unclear whether a multivariate
approach would pick up on the fact that a hard cut on pT could make ZH or WH viable.
It is also unclear whether the hard pT cut is optimal, or whether better use could be made
of the 95% of ZH signal events which this cut throws out. We seek to optimize multivariate
searches for the standard model Higgs boson at the Tevatron and LHC.
With this motivation, our goal is to analyze systematically the entire phase space of ZH
production with H → b¯ b to ﬁnd the kinematic regions that maximize signal signiﬁcance. We
will concentrate on separating ZH → ℓ+ℓ−b¯ b from its irreducible background in the standard
model, for example, from pp → Zb¯ b → ℓ+ℓ−b¯ b. Here, ℓ is an electron or muon. We will
also require the b’s to appear in separate jets. This dijet reconstruction approach continues
to work well at high Higgs boson pT (up to about 400 GeV). We note that our results are
– 1 –complementary to any further improvements achievable using substructure-based techniques.
We will only brieﬂy discuss the reducible backgrounds, such as mis-tagged b-jets. All of these
other backgrounds account for less than half of the total background at CDF ??. We will
also show results for the WH channel as compared to its irreducible ℓνb¯ b background. For
both ZH and WH, the reducible backgrounds are clearly important to establish the ﬁnal
search reach, but restricting to irreducible backgrounds more concisely illustrates our main
observations.
Our ﬁrst step is to develop and study a very broad range of single-variable discriminants.
We consider initially thousands of discriminants, including kinematic observables correspond-
ing to the “hard scattering” (e.g. ∆η between the b jets, ˆ s, etc.) along with observables that
distinguish signal from background due to diﬀerences in the QCD radiation patterns (e.g.
color connections, subjet multiplicities, etc.). Some of these variables, such as twist and pull,
are more generally applicable. We also at varying the jet sizes and jet algorithm, and the
eﬀect of trimming [8]. Many of the variables are very similar, but enough are suﬃciently
independent to be considered separately.
Once the input variables are cataloged, we establish a criterion to evaluate their useful-
ness. The ultimate measure is, of course, how much integrated luminosity the collider would
need to ﬁnd (or reject) a hypothesized signal to a certain statistical signiﬁcance, say 5σ. Even
with this criterion, there are multiple measures of signiﬁcance — should we compare the events
in a single optimized signal bin to the Monte Carlo prediction for signal and background?
Should we look for an excess in the signal region compared to the sidebands? Should we ﬁt
curves and compare the χ2 for various simulated distributions? How do we treat the experi-
mental systematic uncertainties? In fact, it is nearly impossible to get an accurate measure of
the ﬁnal search reach from a theoretical study without collaboration-approval-dependent full
detector simulation. Nevertheless, the relative importance of diﬀerent discriminants should
be roughly independent of the ﬁnal search strategy. We therefore argue that the Signiﬁcance
Improvement Characteristic (SIC), deﬁned as the signal eﬃciency divided by the square root
of background eﬃciency resulting from a cut on a given discriminant,
SIC ≡
εS √
εB
, (1.1)
is a practical and useful measure. We will show that this quantity, viewed as a function
of εS allows us to eﬃciently explore the convergence and limitations of the multivariate
combinations. One can also use the maximum of SIC, SIC, to rank variables and as a
quantitative measure of ﬁnal eﬃciency.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the selection cuts we use for the
signal and background samples, and the resulting cross sections. We only consider irreducible
backgrounds, so the numbers present do not directly translate into a discovery potential.
In Section 3, we describe our single variable discriminants. This section includes variables
which are useful at the hard parton level, such as jet pT’s, physically motivated variables,
such as helicity angles, variables dependent on the radiation pattern, such as pull [9], and
– 2 –some useful variables that do not have an obvious physical motivation as well. Section 4
discusses some eﬃciency measures and motivates the SIC curves. Section 5 gives a brief
introduction to some of the multivariate measures we consider, and explains some features
of boosted decision trees (BDTs), our method of choice. Section 6 describes improvements
when variables are combined and our algorithm for ﬁnding the optimal set. We show that
in the case of associated Higgs boson production the SIC curves for Boosted Decision Trees
continue to increase in performance until the of 6th or 7th variable is added. The addition
of more variables does not provide additional discrimination — it does not improve the SIC.
The eﬃciencies used in these sections are all based on samples constrained to lie within
a ﬁxed Higgs mass window using a particular jet algorithm. We justify this window and
algorithm in Section 7. Section 7 also shows that additional improvement may result from
combining multiple measures of the b¯ b invariant mass, from diﬀerent jet algorithms. For
the ﬁnal discriminants the mass window is removed and mb¯ b is included in the multivariate
analysis. Section 8 shows the ﬁnal discriminant combinations for the Tevatron and the LHC.
A summary and discussion is presented in Section 9.
2. Event Generation
The bulk of this paper will refer to a reference sample of events generated initially with mad-
graph v4.4.26 [11]: pp → ZH → ℓ+ℓ−b¯ b for signal and pp → Zb¯ b → ℓ+ℓ−b¯ b for background
at
√
S=14TeV. These are then showered through pythia v8.140 [12]. Jets are reconstructed
using fastjet v2.4.2 [13], and these (along with the leptons) serve as our“detector-level”ob-
jects. The multivariate analysis is done using the tmva v4.0.4 package [16] that comes with
root v5.27.02 [17]. Our reference Higgs boson mass is mH = 120GeV throughout: above
the LEP limit of 115GeV but below 130GeV where b¯ b decay no longer dominates. Masses
below 115GeV are excluded by LEP, and decay to WW∗ starts to dominate above around
135GeV [14]. We will also consider ZH events at the Tevatron p¯ p with
√
S = 1.96TeV,
and WH events at the Tevatron and LHC. The WH events will be compared to their Wb¯ b
irreducible backgrounds. Reducible backgrounds such as Wjj with false b-tags or t¯ t will not
be considered, for simplicity.
Generator-level cuts are described in Table 1. It is important that the cuts applied at
the hard parton level, in madgraph, not be as tight as the cuts used for the ﬁnal jets. We
found that a factor of 2 margin was wide enough while maintaining acceptable generation
eﬃciency. We did not apply a cut on mb¯ b in the generated samples. Once this sample is
generated and showered, we require two b-tagged jets. Our operative deﬁnition of b-tagging
matches B-hadrons from the intermediate event record to ﬁnal-state jets with ∆RjB smaller
than the jet clustering radius. We then cut on the b-jet pT and rapidity.
We generated 3 million signal events and 30 million background events. After b-tagging
and detector cuts were applied, we were left with around 2M signal and 4M background
events. Within our ﬁducial Higgs Mass Window of 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV, we ended
– 3 –hard-parton level cuts detector level cuts
pb
T > 7 GeV pb
T > 15 GeV
p
µ
T > 3 GeV p
µ
T > 6 GeV
pe
T > 3 GeV pe
T > 20 GeV (LHC), 10 GeV (Tevatron)
|ηb| < 5 and |ηℓ| < 5 |ηb| < 2.5 and |ηℓ| < 2.5
Table 1: Cuts applied for event generation.
LHC (14 TeV) Tevatron (1.96 TeV)
Integrated Luminosity,
 
L 30 fb−1 10 fb−1
pp → ZH pp → Zb¯ b p¯ p → ZH p¯ p → Zb¯ b
σ times Branching Ratio 33.4 fb 57,200 fb 3.63 fb 1250 fb
After Generator-Level Cuts 31.5 fb 26,000 fb 3.40 fb 570 fb
Two b Tags % (of Gen-Level) 57% 25% 81% 25%
Higgs Mass Window % (of Gen-Level) 40% 4% 52% 3%
Initiated by gg (as opposed to q¯ q) 0% 90% 0% 27%
Xsec (in Higgs Mass Window) 12.3 fb 1100 fb 1.8 fb 14.9 fb
Events (Xsec ×
 
L) 370 33,700 18 149
Starting B/S 91.1 8.2
Starting S/
√
B 2.02 1.47
Table 2: Cross Sections for LHC and Tevatron signal and background. The lowest 6 rows refer to
a Higgs mass-window cut, 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV, where the mass is computed from the hardest
two b-tagged R=0.5 anti-kT jets. The signiﬁcances here will be the baseline references from which we
compute fractional improvements. This applies even for samples without an mb¯ b cut where diﬀerent
mb¯ b measures are used as part of a multivariate discriminant.
up with 1.5M signal and 0.6M background simulated events. This speciﬁc window will be
justiﬁed later as the one that maximizes signiﬁcance.
The overall cross sections and eﬃciencies for these cuts are shown in Table 2. The row
in this table labeled “Higgs Window%” refers the percent of events with (a window we ﬁnd
later to be optimal, see Section 7 below). For this table, jets are found using the anti-kT
algorithm with R=0.5 and mb¯ b is the invariant mass of the two b-tagged jets in the event.
The“Xsec”row, and the rows below, provide cross sections and a normalization for the initial
signiﬁcance. These are all after the mb¯ b mass window cuts, but with no other discriminating
variable applied. Our improvements will be compared to this signiﬁcance. We will later treat
the mass window in a more sophisticated way, combining multiple mass measures and jet
algorithms. Here ﬁnd it pedagogically useful to have a standard set of reference eﬃciencies.
The row in the table labeled “Initiated by gg”, which is also for events within the mb¯ b
window, shows an important distinction between the Tevatron and the LHC. Note that the
– 4 –signal is all q¯ q initiated at both machines. Since the Zb¯ b background at the LHC is mostly
gg initiated it will be easier to distinguish from signal than the backgrounds at the Tevatron,
which are mostly q¯ q-initiated, and therefore more similar to the signal.
3. Single Variable Discriminants
In this section we catalog all of the variables we use as potential discriminants between signal
and background. The language will refer to the ZH → ℓ+ℓ−b¯ b process, although the same
variables can be used for the WH sample with ℓν replacing ℓ+ℓ−. The variables will be split
roughly into two classes, kinematic and radiation. Kinematic variables are those which
are meaningful at the hard parton-level, such as mb¯ b. They are expressible in terms of the
4-momenta of the ℓ+, ℓ−, b, and ¯ b. Although the kinetic variables can be deﬁned at the
parton level, we will measure them using the b-jet momenta. Radiation variables, such as the
number of charged hadrons in a jet, are those which result mainly from QCD radiation. In
the Monte Carlo, these variables are populated due to the parton shower.
To begin, consider how many independent degrees of freedom there are at the hard
parton level. We will treat showering and initial state radiation later. The underlying hard
process we are interested in is pp → ZH → ℓ+ℓ−b¯ b. The ﬁnal state is characterized by
the 4-momenta of the four ﬁnal state particles, which is 12 degrees of freedom including the
mass-shell constraints of the b’s and leptons. One approach to constructing discriminants is
to simply throw the 12 degrees of freedom, px
b,p
y
b,pz
b, etc., into a multivariate analysis and
hope for the best. However, it makes more sense to consider physically motivated variables.
Azimuthal rotation invariance, and the overall   pT = 0 constraint reduce the physical degrees
of freedom to 9, and Z and H invariant mass constraints reduce the number down to 7. Since
there are multiple ways physics can motivate the choice of variables, this will result in many
more than 7 variables. We use the standard coordinate system with ±ˆ z pointing in the beam
direction, y is the rapidity, η is the pseudorapidity, and φ is the azimuthal angle.
We ﬁrst consider variables which are natural from the experimental point of view. These
include things like transverse momenta, invariant masses, rapidity diﬀerences, angular sep-
arations, etc.. These will be cataloged in Section 3.1. This can be thought of as a type of
bottom-up parametrization. The alternative is a top-down parametrization, motivated by the
physical process. One can start with variables that characterize the ZH production, such as
ˆ s and the production polar angle θ⋆. Then when the Higgs and Z decay, one can think about
various angles constructed from their decay products in their rest frame. This approach will
lead to variables discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Combining the bottom-up and top-down
ways of thinking leads to an even larger set of possible discriminants, discussed in Section 3.4.
Sections 3.5 to 3.10 describe some of the showered variables.
3.1 Lab-frame Kinematical Variables
First, consider variables which are natural to deﬁne and measure in the lab-frame. Using only
the 4-momenta of the b jets in the lab frame, we have
– 5 –• pT of the two b’s: pb1
T for the higher-pT, and pb2
T for the lower-pT one
• ∆ηb¯ b = ηb − η¯ b
• ∆φb¯ b = φb − φ¯ b (properly wrapped to have a range between −π and π)
• ∆Rb¯ b =
 
(∆ηb¯ b)2 + (∆φb¯ b)2
The same variables are also considered for the lepton system, with ℓ+ and ℓ− replacing the b¯ b.
There, one can also treat the positively and negatively charged leptons separately, although
we found that sorting by pT, as with the b’s, tends to work better.
There are variables involving the reconstructed Higgs boson with four-momenta p
µ
H =
p
µ
b + p
µ
¯ b, and reconstructed Z, with p
µ
Z = p
µ
ℓ+ + p
µ
ℓ−:
• pZ
T and pH
T , the pT of the Z and Higgs boson. At the parton-level these are the same,
but they end up slightly diﬀerent due to jet reconstruction.
• pCM
T : Center of Mass pT, the magnitude of the vectorial sum of the 2 b-jet and 2 lepton
pT’s. This is zero for the parton-level process, but non-zero after showering and jet
reconstruction. pCM
T is not included in our analysis, as discussed below in the missing
ET section.
We show a set of these variables in Figure 1. Some of these, such as ∆ηb¯ b, look to provide
very good discriminants. All of the variables are shown for anti-kT R=0.5 jets [15]. Iterative
jet algorithms, including anti-kT jets are deﬁned by ﬁrst assigning all energy depositions into
their own protojet. At each stage of the clustering, calculate the distance between each pair
of protojets, deﬁned by
dij = min(k
2p
ti ,k
2p
tj )
∆2
ij
R2 , (3.1)
along with the beam distance of each protojet, deﬁned by
diB = k
2p
ti , (3.2)
where ∆2
ij = (yi−yj)2+(φi−φj)2 and kti, yi, and φi are the transverse momentum, rapidity,
and azimuth of protojets i and j. The parameter p = 1 for the kT algorithm, p = 0 for
the Cambridge/Achten algorithm, and p = −1 for the anti-kT algorithm. When one of the
distances between protojets is the smallest, those protojets are combined into another protojet
by adding their 4-vectors. When one of the beam distances is the smallest, that protojet gets
promoted to a real jet and removed from further consideration. Either way, all distances are
computed again for the new set of protojets, and the process repeats until all protojets have
been promoted.
Some other variables inspired by previous Higgs boson searches include:
• acoplanarity = |π − |∆φb¯ b|| + |π − Σθb¯ b|. Also for ℓ+ℓ−.
• mb¯ b
T = mb¯ b
2 + p2
x + p2
y: transverse mass of b¯ b system. Also for ℓ+ℓ−.
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Figure 1: Some lab-frame kinematic variables for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background (hashed
red) at the LHC. Events satisfy selection cuts and the Higgs mass window cut, 90GeV < mb¯ b <
124GeV. Horizontal axes are in radians or GeV as appropriate, and vertical axes are in arbitrary
units with signal and background normalized to the same area.
• mℓℓb: invariant mass of the Z combined with a b-jet. The max or min over the two b’s
can also be used.
• pimbalance
T = |  pb1
T +   pb2
T +   pℓ
T −   pν
T|, for the WH search.
3.2 Twist
The strength of the b¯ b angle discriminants ∆η, ∆φ and ∆R, motivates us to explore the
b¯ b system more carefully. Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional distribution of parton-level
events in the (∆η,∆φ) plane for the signal and background. It is clear from these plots
that the polar angle, which we call twist, would be a good discriminant. If we think of
(∆η,∆φ) as 2D Cartesian coordinates, then polar coordinate combinations are the familiar
∆R =
 
∆η2 + ∆φ2, and the twist angle:
τ ≡ tan−1 ∆φ
∆η
. (3.3)
Twist is a longitudinal-boost-invariant version of the rotation of the H/b/¯ b plane with respect
to the beam/H plane. This is illustrated in Figure 3. The twist angle is zero when the particles
are separated along the cylinder in η, and π/2 when separated around the cylinder in φ.
The shape of the signal and background twist distributions in Figure 2 can be understood
as follows. For low Higgs pT, pH
T ≪ mH, the signal lives in bands clustered along |∆φ| ∼ π,
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Figure 2: ∆ηb¯ b vs ∆φb¯ b for the Higgs boson signal (left) and the gg initiated Zb¯ b background dominant
at the LHC (right). This is at the hard parton level, and for pH
T > 50 GeV. The diﬀerence is less
dramatic for lower pT or for the Tevatron, where the q¯ q-initiated background dominates. Absolute
values could also be taken for b indistinguishable from ¯ b.
Signal-Like Twist τ = π/2 Background-Like Twist τ = 0
Figure 3: Twist angle τ in 3D with the b and ¯ b emerging from the interaction point. The twist angle
is deﬁned to be boost invariant and does not exactly correspond to the physical rotation angle of a
plane. The case shown, however, has no longitudinal boost.
and hence τ ∼ π/2. For pT ∼ > mH, the signal lives in a ring of ∆R ∼ 2mH/pT, and twist
is a powerful variable orthogonal to the radial direction. For higher pT, the signal becomes
somewhat more uniformly distributed in twist, but still retains its τ = π/2 preference. This is
all purely a consequence of the spherically-symmetric Higgs boson decay boosted transverse
to the beam. In contrast, for the background, in particular the gg-initiated background, there
is a bias for one of the b’s to have large rapidity, which leads to low twist. This stems from
t-channel type singularities in the Zb¯ b production matrix elements (in the limit of massless
b’s.) At higher pT, the background retains much of its τ = 0 preference. The distributions in
Figure 2 reﬂect an admixture of the high and low pT twist behaviors, biased towards the low
pT behavior, which is where most of the events lie.
We show in Figure 4 the twist distributions for signal and background for the b¯ b system
and the ℓ+ℓ− system. The top panels show the twist distributions at the madgraph level
before showering and cuts, and the bottom panels after jets are reconstructed and detector
– 8 –Madgraph hard parton level with no cuts
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Figure 4: Twist angle distributions for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background (hashed red), for
the LHC with no pZ
T cut. Madgraph hard parton-level with no cuts (top) and showered jet-level with
detector cuts (bottom). Both are shown only in the Higgs mass-window, 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV.
Vertical axes are in arbitrary units with signal and background normalized to the same area.
level cuts have been been applied. We can see that the discriminating power of twist for
the b¯ b system is reduced by requiring relatively central jets with a minimal pT. However,
the background’s bias towards the beam is still evident, and twist still provides a useful
discriminant which we will incorporate into our multivariate analysis. Because of its physical
motivation, we also suspect the twist angle could have much wider applicability than to the
ZH and WH searches we consider here.
3.3 Helicity and Azilicity Angles
Next, we begin to consider variables motivated by the on-shell decays of the Higgs and the
Z. In their rest frames, each decay is parametrized only by two angles θ and φ. Since the
Higgs boson is a scalar, its decay products are spherically symmetric and therefore distributed
uniformly in φ and cosθ. Speciﬁcally, in the rest frame of the scalar Higgs, the b and ¯ b quarks
travel in opposite directions with a ﬁxed energy (mH/2, up to b mass corrections). The rest
frame of any fake Higgs boson formed by two b-jets will also have two oppositely-going b’s in
the b¯ b center-of-mass frame. If we impose that mb¯ b be close to the Higgs mass, in this frame,
the background b’s will have energies close to mH/2 just like the signal, but they will not be
distributed in a spherically symmetric way.
– 9 –b
¯ b
H boost direction
Z direction
beam
φa
θh
Figure 5: Helicity angle θh and azilicity angle φa for H → b¯ b. Angles can also be deﬁned for the
leptons on the Z → ℓ+ℓ− side of the event.
Parameterizing the H decay with two polar angles requires a convention for the axes.
Our convention is motivated by the helicity angle used in W and top studies [19]. The angles
are constructed in the rest frame of the Higgs boson, and refer to directions deﬁned by the
Z and beam 3-momenta observed in this frame. We choose “latitude” to be measured by
the helicity angle, θ, with the south pole (θ = π) deﬁned to be the direction aligned with
the Z (equivalently, the direction along which the ZH parent CM system moves). Given
this angle, we still have the freedom to chose any direction perpendicular to the axis as the
φ = 0 direction. We chose φ = 0 to be pointing toward the beam which was moving along
+ˆ z in lab frame coordinates. The QCD background will favor φ = 0 and φ = π. With this
convention, we call longitude the azilicity angle, since it is the azimuthal φ angle on the
sphere whose north pole is deﬁned when the helicity angle vanishes. Azilicity is equivalently
the angle between the Higgs boson decay plane and the ZH production plane (constructed
with reference to the beams) as viewed in the event’s center of momentum frame. Since b
and ¯ b are indistinguishable, this angle can be chosen to go between 0 and π/2. A cartoon of
these angles is shown in Figure 5.
The helicity and azilicity angles oﬀer the promise of very strong discrimination power,
because they are directly tied to physical features of the signal. Indeed, in the top row of
Figure 6, we can see that, at the parton-level with no cuts, there are strong singularities at
both θ = 0 and φ = 0 for the background, while the signal distributions are ﬂat, as expected.
Detector observability cuts remove the most singular background contributions, but still lead
to distributions that show some remaining discriminating power.
3.4 Kinematic variable construction
We have described a number of variables constructed out of the 4-momenta of the jets and
leptons in various frames. There are large combination of variables which can be formed from
the measurable kinematic variables. However, using physically motivated variables can help
– 10 –Madgraph hard partons with no cuts:
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Figure 6: Helicity angle θ and azilicity angle φ for the b in the Higgs boson rest frame, for ZH
signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background (hashed red) at the LHC. Madgraph hard parton-level with
no cuts (top) and showered jet-level with detector cuts (bottom). Both are shown only in the Higgs
mass-window, 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV.
the automated process in the right direction. By searching for useful combinations up front,
a neural network, for example, does not have to “discover” how to take an invariant mass or
boost to the Higgs boson rest frame.
Thus, we now consider various unintuitive combinations of variables. The procedure is:
• Pick a particle: high-pT b-jet, low-pT b-jet, high-pT lepton, low-pT lepton, Higgs, Z.
• Optionally transform to a boosted frame: Higgs, Z, System Center of Mass (CM).
• Optionally rotate the polar axis to point along the initial direction of the particle whose
frame you are in (as for helicity and azilicity angles).
• Pick a kinematic property: pT, η, φ, cos(θ), etc..
• Optionally pick a second particle to form a sum or diﬀerence, sometimes with a coor-
dinate transformation as in ∆R and twist τ, and sometimes with a more complicated
combination as in invariant-mass.
• For vector quantities, optionally take the magnitude of vector sums, |  p1 ±   p2| or scalar
sums, |  p1| ± |  p2|.
– 11 –Some stranger kinematic variables that prove to be useful in the multi-variable analysis
include:
• Σpb¯ b
T = |  pb1
T | + |  pb2
T |: Sum of magnitudes of pT’s of the two b-jets.
• Σp
b1,ℓ2
T = |  pb1
T |+|  pl2
T |: Sum of magnitudes of pT’s of the higher-pT b-jet and the lower-pT
lepton.
• ∆p
Z,ℓ1
T = |  pZ
T | − |  pl1
T |: Diﬀerence in magnitude of pT between Z and higher-pT lepton.
• ∆p
b1,ℓ2
T = |  pb1
T | − |  pl2
T |: Diﬀerence in magnitude of pT between higher-pT b-jet and
lower-pT lepton.
• ∆ηb1,ℓ2: Diﬀerence in η between the higher-pT b-jet and the lower-pT lepton.
• ∆yH,b1 and ∆yH,b2: Diﬀerence in rapidity between H and higher-pT or lower-pT b-jet.
• cos(θ∗
b2): Center of Mass frame cos(θ) of the lower-pT b-jet. Same for higher-pT b-jet.
We show the distributions for a number of these Menu-Method variables in Figure 7.
3.5 Radiation Variables
The above variables are constructed out of the b-jet momenta and the lepton momenta. These
are what we have been calling the kinematic variables. In addition, there are what we call the
radiation variables, which are dependent on the radiation pattern of the event. The radiation
variables generally have ﬁxed or meaningless values at the hard parton level, so they are
almost entirely complementary to the hard variables. Some examples include:
• Mass of each b-jet and the jet mass-to-pT ratio, where the jet’s 4-vector is the sum of
its components’ 4-vectors (the “E-Scheme”).
• Rapidity y in addition to pseudorapidity η of each massive b-jet.
• Subjet multiplicity for each b-jet, with diﬀerent subjet algorithms and sizes.
• Average pT of the small subjets within each b-jet.
• The pT of hardest, 2nd hardest, and 3rd hardest subjets within each b-jet.
• Radial moments (“girth”) of each b-jet (see Section 3.6 below).
• Jet Angularities (see Section 3.6 below).
• Planar Flow of each b-jet. This was not found to be useful. See [20] for the deﬁnition.
• Pull of each b-jet (see Section 3.7 below).
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Figure 7: A selection of various variable distributions for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background
(hashed red) at the LHC. Events satisfy selection cuts and the Higgs mass-window cut, 90GeV <
mb¯ b < 124GeV. Horizontal axes are in radians or GeV as appropriate, and vertical axes are in
arbitrary units with signal and background normalized to the same area.
• Extra jets in the event. Extra jets were not found useful. However, we have not
attempted the analysis with a proper matched sample, so we cannot make a strong
statement about extra jets. We suspect that this is an important issue for removing the
t¯ t contamination, but not so much for the irreducible backgrounds we consider here.
Some of the more powerful of these variables are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Some subjet variable distributions for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background (hashed
red) athe LHC. Events satisfy selection cuts and the Higgs mass-windowcut, 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV.
Horizontal axes are in radians or GeV as appropriate, and vertical axes are in arbitrary units with
signal and background normalized to the same area.
3.6 Radial Moments: Girth and Jet Angularities
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Figure 9: Girth and angularity distributions for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background (hashed
red) at the LHC. Events satisfy selection cuts and the Higgs mass-window cut, 90GeV < mb¯ b <
124GeV. Horizontal axes are in radians or GeV as appropriate, and vertical axes are in arbitrary
units with signal and background normalized to the same area.
The distribution of particles within a jet can be can be useful for distinguishing jets
initiated by diﬀerent ﬂavors of quark or by a gluon. Even in our signal and irreducible
background with two b-tagged jets, this distribution has proven useful.
One infrared safe way of characterizing the jets is to integrate (sum) the energy or pT
distribution against a radially symmetric proﬁle. Diﬀerent choices of proﬁle and overall nor-
malization lead to diﬀerent observables. Distances ri of each particle or cell are calculated in
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Figure 10: Proﬁles for diﬀerent choices of the angularity a parameter spaced at 0.1 intervals (in
rainbow) and linear radial-moment“girth”(in black)
(y,φ) space with respect the location of the jet. The jet location (y,φ) is deﬁned by the anti-
kT algorithm ‘E-scheme’ as the 4-vector sum of all inputs (particles or calorimeter towers.)
It is important to use rapidity (rather than pseudorapidity) for the jet location because the
jet is massive in this scheme. A radial moment sums these distances (or a function of these
distances), weighted by a quantity like pT, then normalized to the total pT of the jet. For
example, the linear radial moment, girth, is deﬁned as [9]
Girth : g =
 
i∈jet
pi
T |ri|
p
jet
T
. (3.4)
The girth distribution is shown in Figure 9.
Jet Angularities are also radial moments, but their “radial distances” are rescaled into
the angular coordinates appropriate for e+e− event shapes. They are deﬁned by [20]
Jet Angularities : Aa =
1
mjet
 
i∈jet
Ei fa(
π|ri|
2R
), (3.5)
with
fa(θ) = sinaθ (1 − cosθ)
1−a , (3.6)
with a < 2. The kernel function fa(θ) is inspired by full event-shape angularities [21], but
modiﬁed so that the edge of a jet at |ri|=R is mapped to π/2. Proﬁles for diﬀerent choices of
the a parameter are shown in Figure 10. Note that the energies Ei are used in the deﬁnition,
instead of pT’s, and the angularities are normalized by the jet mass. Radial moments like jet
angularities and girth are especially interesting because it may be possible to calculate them
accurately in QCD, see for example [22].
– 15 –Figure 11: Color connections for a signal-like (pp → H → b¯ b) on the left and background-like
(pp → b¯ b) on the right. Our signal and background each have a colorless Z or W (not shown)
radiating from of one of the hard quark lines and decaying to leptons. This doesn’t aﬀect the color
ﬂow.
3.7 Pull
Pull tries to capture the diﬀerence in color structure between the Higgs boson signal and the
QCD background. It was introduced in Ref. [9], and then immediately used in the DØ search
[23] for ZH with Z → ν¯ ν.
To leading order in the number of colors (up to 1/N2
colors ∼ 10% corrections), quarks
can be described as being “color-connected” to other quarks by a “color string” Ref. [10].
This approximation governs much of the parton shower. The color-singlet Higgs boson de-
cays to two b-quarks that are color-connected to each other, while b’s from the background
are color-connected to the proton remnants that travel down the beam pipe. This is shown
schematically in Figure 11. This diﬀerence is independent of the event kinematics, and there-
fore, if observable, should be be complementary to kinematical variables and useful in a
multi-variable search.
The pull vector is designed to measure color ﬂow. It is a pT weighted moment vector
that tends to point toward the color-connected partner of the jet’s initiating quark. The pull
vector is deﬁned as
Pull Vector   t =
 
i∈jet
pi
T |ri|
p
jet
T
  ri where   ri ≡ (yi − yjet,φi − φjet). (3.7)
Without the factor of |ri|, this would be the jet’s pT-weighted centroid. For ﬁxed kinematics,
pull has been shown to help separate signal from background [9]. For example, if we ﬁx the
b’s to have (∆η,∆φ) = (1,2) with pH
T = 200 GeV, the average pT measured in the calorimeter
is shown for signal and background in Figure 12. The diﬀerence in pT distributions around
the jets holds up even for individual events. The most eﬀective way to use the pull vector is
to calculate a pull angle, which is the angle between the pull vector and some other vector
in the event. We will now point out some technical details that help make pull more eﬀective,
and deﬁne some example pull angles, such as the ones drawn in Figure 12 which are deﬁned
in Table 3.
We found it important to use anti-kT jets because the highest energy jets in the event
tend to be circular, whereas the split-merge procedure of a cone-jet algorithm can nibble away
– 16 –Signal Accumulated pt Background Accumulated pt
Figure 12: A single parton-level signal event showered millions of times (left) and a single parton-
level background event with identical kinematics but diﬀerent color connections showered millions of
times (right). The color shows the average showered pT density in (η,φ) for an ensemble of events
with ﬁxed parton-level kinematics. (Contours are stepped in factors of two.) Results for ZH → Zb¯ b
are displayed on the left, and gg → Zb¯ b on the right. The underlying color connections are shown with
thin lines, and examples of pull vectors (which would be deﬁned event-by-event) with arrows. The
angles α1,2 and β1,2 are illustrated as the angles of the pull vectors with respect to the “signal-like”
and “background-like”color connection lines.
Signal
pull angles
α1 = angle between the
high-pT jet’s pull and
the direction to the low
pT jet
α2 = angle between the
low-pT jet’s pull and the
direction to the high pT
jet
Signal
pull distance
α =
 
α2
1 + α2
2
Background
pull angles
β1 = angle between the
high-pT jet’s pull and
the direction to nearest
beam
β2 = angle between the
high-pT jet’s pull and
the direction to nearest
beam
Background
pull distance
β =
 
β2
1 + β2
2
Table 3: Deﬁnition of useful pull angles..
pieces and combine them with an adjacent jet. If that adjacent jet came from a perturbative
QCD radiation (due to the color-connection in the dipole picture), these are exactly the pieces
that should be contributing most to the pull. It’s also important that real rapidity y be used,
as opposed to pseudo-rapidity η. While this is less important for each calorimeter cell, the
4-momenta of a jet can be massive when constructed by adding together massless calorimeter
4-momenta (the “E-Scheme”). If anti-kT jets are not available, the next best option is to use
a circular area in the y/φ plane around the jet’s y/φ centroid.
The 2D distribution of the y and φ components of the pull vector looks like a Gaussian
whose peak is shifted slightly away from the origin in the direction of the color-connected
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Figure 13: Pull distributions for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background (hashed red) at the LHC.
Events satisfy selection cuts and the Higgs mass-window cut, 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV. Horizontal
axes are in radians, and vertical axes are in arbitrary units with signal and background normalized to
the same area.
object. The magnitude of the vector does not have as much distinguishing power as its angle.
The pull angle of each jet, however, does not have much power without comparing it to where
it “should” point: toward the other jet for the signal, and toward one of the beams (usually
the closest) for the background.
The direction toward the other b-jet is the twist angle, deﬁned in Section 3.2. A version
of twist that goes from 0 to 2π is deﬁned as the direction of the lower-pT jet from the location
of the higher-pT jet in the y/φ plane. The 3D distribution of the pull angles of each jet along
with this twist angle contains all of the useful pull information that can be used to separate
signal from background, but the individual pull angles for a given event are meaningful only
with respect to the twist angle. In an attempt to expose the physics and make the job of
a multivariate discriminator easier, we begin by deﬁning four variables that more directly
capture where the pulls “should” point for the signal and background, labeled in Figure 12
and deﬁned Table 3.
Subtracting the pull vectors is not useful, since the magnitude of each vector does not
carry much meaning, and the magnitudes are independent of each other. Many other attempts
to combine the pull angles into a single variable also sacriﬁce discrimination power. The best
we have achieved is the“pull distance,”the square root of the sum of squares of the diﬀerence
angles. These pull angles are deﬁned in Table 3.
– 18 –3.8 Total Energy Variables
Next, we consider general purpose variables which look at the event as a whole. Examples
include
• ˆ s = CM energy for hard collision, or invariant mass of the reconstructed Higgs boson
and Z.
• HT = Scalar sum of all ET.
• Hz = Boost of the center-of-mass system along the beam.
• ΣpT = Scalar sum of all pT (which diﬀers from HT for massive jets).
• Evis = Scalar sum of all visible energy.
• Centrality = ΣpT / Evis.
For each of these variables, the quantity can be constructed from the complete event, summing
over all particles in the event. Particles here can mean topo-clusters or calorimeter cells or
energy deposits coarse-grained into 0.1×0.1 cells in (η,φ). In this study we use the 4-momenta
of the stable particles in the event record for what we call the particle variables. The same
variables can also be constructed using just the reconstructed objects (jets, leptons and
photons) or even just the four primary objects (2 b-jets and 2 leptons). We ﬁnd that using
objects generally works much better than using variables constructed from energy in the
complete event. A particularly useful variable is centrality constructed from the four primary
objects. Some energy variables are shown in Figure 14.
3.9 Event Shape Variables
Finally, we look at some event shape variables. The ones we consider involve eigenvalues of
two similar tensors composed of 3-momenta, with the sum over the same sets of particles,
reconstructed objects, or four primary objects, as above:
Sphericity Tensor ≡ Spherocity Tensor ≡
1
Σi|  pi|2
 
i



pxpx pxpy pxpz
pypx pypy pypz
pzpx pzpy pzpz



1
Σi|  pi|
 
i



1
|  pi|



pxpx pxpy pxpz
pypx pypy pypz
pzpx pzpy pzpz






(3.8)
where i labels on the momentum components appearing in the matrix are implicit.
The eigenvalues of these matrices are computed, then ordered and normalized λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
λ3 with λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. The event shapes are then deﬁned as [24]
• Sphericity and Spherocity: S = 3
2 (λ2 + λ3) where 0 ≤ S ≤ 1. A 2-jet event has S ≈ 0
while an isotropic one has S ≈ 1.
• Aplanarity and Aplanority: A = 3
2 λ3 where 0 ≤ A ≤ 1/2. A planar event has A ≈ 0
while an isotropic one has A ≈ 1/2.
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Figure 14: Total energy and event shape variables for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background
(hashed red) at the LHC. Events satisfy selection cuts and the Higgs mass-window cut, 90GeV <
mb¯ b < 124GeV. Horizontal axes are in GeV where appropriate, and vertical axes are in arbitrary
units with signal and background normalized to the same area.
• Y variable from Sphericity: Y =
√
3
2 (λ2 − λ3).
• DShape from Spherocity: D = 27λ1λ2λ3.
Sphericity, Spherocity, and DShape are all highly correlated, Aplanarity and Aplanority are
too, as are the shapes derived from the four primary objects in the lab and CM frame.
Aplanarity seems to be the most useful shape variables. The others seem useful only to the
extent they are correlated with Aplanarity or Centrality. Some event shapes are shown in
Figure 14. We also consider the Fox-Wolfram moments of particles, objects, and primary
objects. These are deﬁned by projecting against the Legendre polynomials
Hℓ =
1
Evis
Σi,j|pi||pj|Pℓ(cosθij). (3.9)
The Fox-Wolfram moments were not found particularly useful.
– 20 –3.10 Missing ET variables
Missing ET and missing pT are not included in this analysis, other than the neutrino used to
reconstruct the W in the WH channel. From an experimental point of view, missing ET is an
extremely important variable. However, its distribution is dominated strongly by experimen-
tal mis-measurements and calorimeter resolution. Without a full detector simulation, missing
energy is inappropriate for our particle-level study and, in fact, causes unphysical instabilities
if included in the multi-variable analysis.
4. Eﬃciency measures
Having cataloged our input variables, we can now explore which ones have the best dis-
tinguishing power. For single variables, we look at the eﬀect that a simple cut or window
(two-sided cut) has on the number of signal and background events in our ﬁducial mb¯ b win-
dow. To combine variables, we will use more sophisticated methods, described in the next
section. But for single variables, cuts are as good as one can do.
Any given cut will keep some fraction εS of signal events and some other fraction εB of
background events. These are the signal and background eﬃciencies of the cut. For the two
sided cuts, there are a number of choices which give the same εS, so the one which minimizes
εB for a given εS is chosen. A standard way to visualize the relationship between εS and εB
is with a “Receiver Operating Characteristic” curve, or ROC curve. Often the background
rejection 1 − εB, or the inverse rejection 1
εB is plotted against the signal eﬃciency εS. A
sample ROC curve for 10 representative single variables is shown in Figure 15. Lower lines
are better, since they give more background rejection for the same signal eﬃciency, but since
some of the curves cross, the ROC curves do not lead to an immediate observation of which
variables are better. One approach to ranking variables would be to arbitrarily demand a
particular signal eﬃciency and ﬁnd the variables that give the best background rejection, but
we propose a more useful procedure that does not introduce an arbitrary parameter.
In order to quantify the usefulness of a variable, we need to consider the goal of the signal
search. The signal-to-background ratio (S/B) and the signiﬁcance (σ ∼ S/
√
B) are the two
quantities considered when trying to see a signal over a large background. Making a tighter
cut will reduce both eﬃciencies, but not necessarily by the same amount, so S/B may change.
The factor by which S/B changes is just the ratio of the eﬃciencies.
S
B
cut →
εSS
εSB
=
 
εS
εB
 
S
B
. (4.1)
The other quantity normally considered is the statistical signiﬁcance σ which, for large num-
bers of events, approaches S/
√
B. For a convincing discovery, the expected number of signal
events must exceed the statistical ﬂuctuations of the background:
S
√
B
≫ 1. (4.2)
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Figure 15: ROC curves for some variables, showing the background eﬃciency and signal eﬃciency
as parametric functions of the cut value.
When we cut on our discriminant, the signiﬁcance changes by
σ ≡
S
√
B
cut →
εSS
√
εBB
=
 
εS √
εB
 
σ. (4.3)
It follows that the two quantities we are interested in are the signal-over-background improve-
ment characteristic
εS
εB
, (4.4)
and the Signiﬁcance Improvement Characteristic (SIC)
SIC ≡
εS √
εB
. (4.5)
These quantities tell us the improvement on S/B and σ that our discriminant will give.
When systematics dominate, εS/εB is more important, and when statistical errors dominate,
SIC is the more useful measure. Given that εS/εB and SIC are luminosity independent, they
provide good measures of the relative discrimination power of the various variables. Moreover,
plotting these measures, especially SIC as functions of εS provides a wonderful visualization
of a variable’s eﬀectiveness.
We show εS/εB and SIC as a function of εS in Figure 16 for the same 10 variables as in the
ROC curve in Figure 15. There are a few salient features of these more powerful visualizations.
First, consider the S/B curves. There are apparently two classes of variables. For one class
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Figure 16: Improvements in S/B and σ = S/
√
B for the same variables as in the previous ﬁgure.
(including ∆ηb¯ b and other angle-type variables), the S/B is essentially ﬂat below εS ∼ 0.7 or
so. This means that the variable cannot distinguish signal from background beyond this point,
and cutting harder on these variable is equivalent to throwing out random events. The other
class (including pZ
T and other variables with long tails) seem to lead to S/B enhancements
which grow indeﬁnitely towards εS = 0. This means that if suﬃciently hard cuts are placed,
a very large improvement in S/B can be achieved. This often happens because there is some
limit of the variable in which there are zero background events. These qualitative observations
notwithstanding, it is not at all clear, by looking at the εS/εB curves alone, which variable
does best, or where to apply the cut. For this reason, we will focus less on these curves for
the multivariate analysis than on SIC.
The SIC curves provide a much better way of looking at the information than the εS/εB
curves. We see that there are still essentially two classes. For one class (including ∆ηb¯ b),
the eﬃciencies have a maximum at some intermediate value of εS. Thus, there is an optimal
value of the cut for these variables to get the maximal enhancement in S/
√
B. Because of
this maximum, we argue that
SIC ≡ max
εS √
εB
(4.6)
is a useful characterization of the eﬀectiveness of a discrimination method. The other class
of variables (including pZ
T) seem to only be able to reduce S/
√
B and have SIC = 1.
The variables which can lead to S/
√
B improvement are often ones which had ﬂat S/B
distributions. Also, the variables which lead to arbitrarily large S/B enhancements often can
only reduce S/
√
B. Since pZ
T is one of the second class of variables, the original eﬃciencies
from the boosted Higgs boson search [5] were εS = 1/20 and εB = 1/320. We see that
εS/εB = 16 while εS/
√
εB = 0.89.
Starting from these observations, we turn to the multivariate analysis. Among other
things, we will ﬁnd that some variables which are useless as single variables (i.e. SIC = 1)
– 23 –start to add marginal eﬃciency on top of the ones which are useful to begin with. Moreover,
we will see that the optimal set of 10 variables is very diﬀerent from the top 10 single variables.
This makes perfect sense: less useful variables can become useful after cuts on more powerful
variables are applied, because they have subtle correlations. However, this means we have
to carefully decide on which variables to use, in order avoid throwing out some potentially
useful ones which are not useful by themselves. A systematic procedure for selecting a set
of variables is described in Section 6. First, we give a brief introduction to the multivariate
methods.
5. Multivariate Techniques
In order to make use of all possible discriminating features between signal and background
samples, including complex non-linear correlations, we will make use of a multivariate ap-
proach. Many multivariate techniques are eﬃciently implemented in the Toolkit for
Multivariate Data Analysis with ROOT (TMVA) in a way that makes them easy
to use and compare. We refer the reader to the TMVA documentation for more details of the
methods [16].
In this study, we will use mainly Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs) [25]. We brieﬂy consid-
ered other methods, such as multilayer perceptron Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANNs). We
found that BDTs tend to converge faster and run in shorter time than ANN while giving
similar results. We suspect that ANNs may be optimal for other applications, such as ar-
tiﬁcial intelligence, but for high energy physics analyses, they are not entirely appropriate.
The main feature that distinguishes the particle physics applications is that we are almost
always interested in a binary classiﬁcation: signal vs background. Neural networks seem bet-
ter suited for multidimensional outputs, such as in pattern recognition tasks. (For a more
detailed comparison in the context of a particle physics application, with similar conclusions,
see [26, 27].) We also found that a traditional Bayesian likelihood analysis or optimal linear
Fisher discriminant is comparable to the BDT for few variables, but does signiﬁcantly worse
when multiple variables are combined. Performing a thorough comparison of methods in the
context of collider physics is beyond the scope of the current study. The results in this paper
will all refer to discrimination using the BDT method, which we found optimal in our informal
survey of diﬀerent methods and diﬀerent parameters.
A decision tree is a hierarchical set of one-sided cuts used to classify signal (S) versus
background (B). For example, if there are two discriminants a and b, a tree might be: if a > 2
then {if b < 4 then S} else {if b > 5 then S} else B. One can, in principle, ﬁnd the single best
tree for discriminating S from B within a given Monte Carlo sample of training events, and
given certain constraints on how many cuts we are allowed to apply. Once this tree is found,
one can then attempt to train another tree to classify correctly the events that the ﬁrst tree
misclassiﬁed (i.e. background events that end up in regions designated as“signal-like”by the
tree, and vice-versa). Then one can train a third tree to attempt to correct misclassiﬁcations
of the second tree, and so on. Typically, this is repeated until a “forest” of O(1000) trees has
– 24 –been constructed. Each successive tree is trained on the same Monte Carlo sample, but at
each stage a boost is applied: misclassiﬁed events from the previous tree are increased in
weight, so that the next tree will work harder to better classify them. After building up the
forest, a weighted vote is taken between all of the trees to form the ﬁnal discriminant at each
point in the multivariate phase space. By varying a cut on the weighted vote, i.e. asking that
at least x% of the trees classify an event as signal for it to pass, the BDT provides a nearly
continuous eﬃciency measure parametrized by x. Thus, varying x can generate the ROC and
SIC curves for our analysis.
For a single variable, a single tree is suﬃcient. If the variable is monotonic in signal and
background, a one-sided cut can be proven optimal. If the distributions rise and then fall, a
two-sided cut is optimal. For more than one variable, the optimal solution can be calculated
exactly, using a Bayesian likelihood. However, to use the Bayesian approach one needs to
know the distributions essentially analytically. This is impossible when many variables are
involved, and one can only sample phase space. In this case, the best one can do is to know
the diﬀerential cross sections for events in the vicinity of the candidate event’s kinematics.
For such large under-sampled phase space, the Bayesian likelihood approach is ineﬃcient and
multivariate techniques like BDTs are needed.
As an example, consider the signal and background distributions for the two variables
∆θb1,ℓ1 and ∆ηb2,ℓ1, as shown in Figure 17. These two variables are chosen simply because
they have unusual correlations. With our large event samples, we can produce an essentially
smooth 2-dimensional distribution in these variables. Each axis in these ﬁgures is sampled
into 50 divisions, leading to 2500 bins. From these distributions, we compute the “exact” 2D
probability density, as shown in the third panel of this ﬁgure. For two variables, the phase
space is sampled ﬁnely enough that this full likelihood discriminant is computable. Next, we
ask how well a BDT classiﬁer can reproduce this likelihood distribution. In Figure 18, we
present the result of a BDT using 2, 8 and 256 trees trained on the same 2-dimensional data
set. Even with their rectangular cuts, we see that the BDTs do a good job characterizing
the correlations of the the full 2D probability density. Certainly 8 and even 256 trees require
many fewer events to train than are needed to suﬃciently populate the 2500 bins of the
sampled likelihood. For higher dimensional phase space, we ﬁnd that a reasonable number of
trees continues to sample the space well, while a uniform sampling required for a likelihood
approach is impossible. We use up to 3000 trees for 10 variables, although our results barely
change beyond 400 trees.
Even within the BDT method, there are many diﬀerent ways to construct classiﬁers. For
example, one can train successive trees on misclassiﬁed trees from previous runs, as described
above. Alternatively, one could train trees on a random subset of events (the Random Forest
approach). For each tree, one can limit the number of branches or the depth of the tree. And
of course the way the subset of relevant input variables for each tree are chosen is critically
important as well. We have not attempted to systematically optimize the BDT method in
this paper.
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Figure 17: 2D histograms for a particular pair of variables (event counts in each of 50 × 50 bins).
After the histograms are normalized to equal area, the counts for each corresponding bin of the signal
and background histograms can be combined into a likelihood estimate where L = s/(s + b). (For a
diﬀerent relative normalization, the shapes of constant probability contours would be identical, but
the values would change in a monotonic way. However, the contour for the probability that yields a
particular signal eﬃciency does not change, nor does the ROC curve.)
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Figure 18: Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) approximations of the above“exact”likelihood estimate for
2, 8, and 256 trees. For regions of no signal and no background events, we deﬁned the probability as
50% whereas the BDT’s rectangles tend to take the score of the nearest event. Note that if appropriate
absolute values were taken, this particular pair of variables would be linearly correlated and a suitable
linear transformation could be found to decorrelate them and make the job of the BDT’s rectangular
cuts easier. Taking absolute values of all symmetric distributions might hide important correlations
with additional variables.
6. Combining variables
Having discussed the variables and the boosted decision tree approach to classiﬁcation, we
can now attempt to construct strong discriminants. We start by reducing our thousands of
variables to approximately 800 reasonably diﬀerent ones. We then calculate the signiﬁcance
improvement, and sort the variables by their SIC = max(εS/
√
εB) values. The top 10 single
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Figure 19: SIC curves for the top 10 individual variables.
Figure 20: Linear correlation coeﬃcients for top 10 individual variables for both signal (left) and
background (right).
variables ranked this way are
∆ηb¯ b, Σpb¯ b
T , ∆yH,b2, ∆yH,b1, pb1
T , HT, cos(θ∗
b1), |  pb1
T | + |  pℓ2
T |, |  pb2
T |, |  pb2
T | +|  pℓ2
T |
(6.1)
The corresponding signiﬁcance improvement curves are shown in Figure 19. This is not the
most varied possible set. In particular, none of the radiation variables made the list. More
unusual variables will resurface when many variables are combined.
To start combining variables, we ﬁrst look at the linear correlations among some the top
variables. These are shown for signal and background in Figure 20. These numbers should be
interpreted cautiously. Sometimes variables are highly correlated non-linearly, but may have
low linear correlation coeﬃcients. Also, combining uncorrelated variables often does not help
improve the S/
√
B at all, whereas combining correlated variables often does. Nevertheless, we
ﬁnd the linear correlations a useful way to see which variables are measuring similar things.
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Figure 21: SIC curves for the top 10 pairs of variables using Boosted Decision Trees
For example, this matrix shows that since ∆yH,b2 and ∆ηb¯ b are 96% correlated, they have
almost exactly the same information, as expected. We will also see that the ﬁnal set of
variables we choose algorithmically is not nearly as correlated as the top 10 (see Figure 23).
The SIC for each pair among these 10 kinematic variables is shown in the matrix in Figure 22,
along with how much each variable can improve SIC over the better of the two.
Next, we consider the top 10 pairs from the complete set of 800 variables. To get these,
we would ideally just take every possible pairing and evaluate the combined SIC. This is
marginally possible with pairs, but too computationally intensive for triplets or larger com-
binations. Fortuitously, after trying the all possible pairs, we observed that nearly identical
results follow from simply taking the top 3 single variables and combining pairwise with a
reduced set of 200 of the original variables. This reduced set was selected to contain not more
than 99% correlated information. We combine the pairs with the BDT method and extract
the value of SIC for each combination. The signiﬁcance improvement curves for top 10 pairs
are shown in ﬁgure 21. Note that most of the pairs involve variables not in the original top
10.
This way of building up combinations can be iterated. The algorithm is
1. Start with the top 3 sets of n variables.
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Figure 22: Two variable improvement percentage of the top 10 individual variables. The left shows
the values of SIC for the pairs (as a percentage), with the single variables’ scores on the diagonal. The
right shows how much the combination improves over the better of the pair: (Rij−max(Ri,Rj))·100%.
2. Add each of the original 200 variables to the set and compute the maximal signiﬁcance
improvement.
3. Take the best 3 sets of n + 1 variables for the next iteration
Using this algorithm, we ﬁnd the the top set of 10 variables for the LHC ZH sample is
|  pb1
T| + |  pb2
T|, |  pH
T| − |  pb2
T|, |  pZ
T| − |  pb2
T|, mH,b1, E
obj.
vis , E
prim.
vis ,
pullα, pullβ, A−0.9
b1 , girthb2 (6.2)
Here“obj.” and“prim.” refer to whether these energy variables were constructed from recon-
structed objects in the entire event or just from the primary objects (two leptons and two
b-jets), as discussed in Section 3.8. A−0.9
b1 is the jet angularity constructed from the hardest
b-jet with a = −0.9. This set of variables is much less correlated than the top 10 individual
variables. This is shown in Figure 23, which can be compared to Figure 20. Also, the set of
top 10 combined variables, in contrast to the top 10 individual variables, includes a number
of the showered and event shape discriminants.
We often see convergence towards a ﬁnal signiﬁcance when many variables are combined.
We show in Figure 24 the signiﬁcance curves for the top 3 sets of 3,4,5,··· ,11 variables.
We see convergence at around 8 variables. The results for the WH sample as compared to
its irreducible background, and the Tevatron versions are also shown. The associated εS/εB
curves contain equivalent information. But since they all blow up at small εS, they are much
more diﬃcult to interpret, and therefore not shown.
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Figure 23: Linear correlation coeﬃcients of signal and background (LHC ZH sample) for 10 variables
which are best when combined, as determined by the algorithm deﬁned in the text.
Note that the signiﬁcance curves for ZH become poorly estimated at low εS. This is
entirely due to lower statistics due to harder cuts. In fact, these low signiﬁcances correspond
to εS ∼ 10−1 and εB ∼ 10−3. It is natural to expect that the multivariate methods will
struggle in trying to characterize an 11 dimensional space to one part in 103. We ﬁnd no such
instabilities for the WH sample, since the background eﬃciencies are in general higher for
a given signal eﬃciency. This points to one advantage of the diﬀerential SIC visualization
technique – it demonstrates when the statistics of the Monte Carlo sample is becoming a
problem. Indeed, as we were generating the samples, we noted much instability with smaller
statistics, which led us to increase the size of the runs. However, even with 1 million back-
ground events, εB ∼ 10−3 means that only a few thousand events are controlling the ﬁnal
eﬃciency. Eﬃciencies around 10−3 seem to be a practical limitation on this method. To
go further, one should put more judicious cuts on the initial sample so that the tails of the
distributions will be more accurately populated.
7. Optimizing Jet Reconstruction
Next, we return to the issue of optimizing the jet size and the mb¯ b discriminant. For the
previous sections, we have ﬁxed the jet size to anti-kT with R = 0.5 and imposed a ﬁxed
window of 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV. This section justiﬁes that choice, and describes some
more sophisticated options for how to treat mb¯ b. Ideally, one would like to see a peak in the mb¯ b
distribution by eye to claim a really satisfying Higgs boson discovery. From a mathematical
point of view, statistical signiﬁcance is much more important than the aesthetic shape of
a curve. Thus, a more powerful approach is, rather than imposing a ﬁxed mb¯ b window, to
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Figure 24: Signiﬁcance improvement characteristics for top combinations of 1...11 variables for ZH
and WH at the LHC and Tevatron. Each color corresponds to a diﬀerent number of variables. For a
ﬁxed number, the solid line corresponds to the best set, dashed to the 2nd best, and dotted to the 3rd
best, all of which go on to the next round. These simples all have 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV, which,
with no additional discriminants, deﬁnes the reference value εB = εS = SIC = 1.
include mb¯ b as a discriminant in the multivariate analysis. This will draw out correlations
between mb¯ b and the other variables. Moreover, as we will see, including even multiple mb¯ b
measures does much better.
To begin, we return to our generator-level sample, still requiring two b-tagged jets, but
not imposing an mb¯ b mass constraint. We ﬁrst explain how an optimal window is calculated.
Figure 25 shows, on the left, the mb¯ b distribution for signal and background. For each possible
upper and lower edge of the mass window, one can calculate εS and εB for that window. The
distribution of SIC = εS/
√
εB is shown on the right. The optimal window is deﬁned to be
the one that maximizes SIC, which for this ﬁgure, anti-kT R=0.5 jets for ZH at the LHC, is
90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV. This is the window we have been using in previous sections, and
the window that deﬁned the reference eﬃciencies (SIC = 1).
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Figure 25: On the left is a representative Higgs Invariant Mass mb¯ b distribution for anti-kT R=0.5
jets for ZH signal (solid blue) and Zb¯ b background (hashed red) at the LHC with selection cuts. On
the right, the signiﬁcance improvement can be directly calculated for any two-sided cut. The maximum
here gives our Higgs mass-widow constraint of 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV.
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Figure 26: Signiﬁcance improvement characteristics varying only the mb¯ b window for diﬀerent jet
types. SICs are less than 1 because the reference value is deﬁned using the optimal jet algorithm:
anti-kT with R = 0.5 with optimal mass cut 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV. The right panel shows a
zoom-in of the peak region in the left panel.
Figure 26 shows the SIC curves for three jet algorithms: kT [28], anti-kT [15] and Cam-
bridge/Aachen (C/A) [29] and for jet sizes from 0.4 to 0.7. The best anti-kT jets (solid lines)
beat out the best Cambridge/Aachen (dotted) and kT (dashed), but they are all quite close.
The optimal seems is anti-kT R=0.5 for the LHC and anti-kT R=0.7 for the Tevatron, but
the response of real calorimeters might change this. The SIC curves are very similar for ZH
and WH at both machines.
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Figure 27: 2D histograms of mb¯ b for mild and aggressively trimmed jets show their correlation.
Starting with anti-kT R=0.5 jets, aggressive trimming means keeping only 0.2 anti-kT subjets whose
pT is more than 50% of the original jet pT; mild trimming means keeping 0.05 kT subjets with more
than 1% of the original jet’s pT. After the each jet is trimmed, the invariant mass of the pair is
calculated.
Next, we consider multiple mass measures. This idea was inspired by the work of Soper
and Spannowski in Ref. [30]. They considered the eﬀect of combining pruning and trimming
for the highly boosted ZH events, and found that the two were somewhat complimentary.
Pruning [31] attempts to ﬁnd evidence for a heavy particle decaying to boosted collimated
hadronic jets, while trimming [8] is designed to remove contamination from initial-state radia-
tion and the underlying event. Both trimming and pruning were modiﬁcations of the ﬁltering
procedure used for boosted ZH search [32] and for top-tagging [33]. For a review, see [34]
or [32]. Since our b’s do not appear in a single fat jet, we restricted our consideration to
the trimming algorithm. We wanted to see whether combing mass measures with diﬀerent
amounts of trimming could improve over a single jet type.
The jet trimming starts with a jet, say one of our original anti-kT R=0.5 b-jets. Then
one reclusters the jet with a smaller jet size r, say r = 0.1. If the energy of any of the
smaller jets is less than a fraction f of the original jets energy, the subjet is tossed. Then
the remaining subjets are recombined into a trimmed jet by adding their 4-momenta. This
procedure naturally removes soft radiation, representative of underlying event contamination
or soft ISR, while keeping the hard collinear radiation from the ﬁnal state shower. Trimming
has two parameters r and f, along with the jet algorithm used to form the subjets.
First, we looked at a single mb¯ b measure with trimming on both of the b-jets. We did
not ﬁnd that any values of the parameters were signiﬁcantly better than no trimming. On
the other hand, we found that signiﬁcant improvement did result from combining diﬀerent
trimmed masses. We deﬁne two extreme trimmings: mild trimming, with r=0.05 and f =1%
and aggressive trimming, with r =0.2 and f = 50%. The two dimensional distribution of
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Figure 28: Signiﬁcance improvement εS/
√
εB with various combinations of mb¯ b constructed from
trimmed and untrimmed jets.
mb¯ b with mild and aggressive trimming of both b-jets is shown in Figure 27. One can see that
mb¯ b for the the mild and aggressive trimmed jets are strongly correlated for the background,
as evidenced by the long ﬂat direction, but much less correlated in the signal. By eye, one
can see that drawing a contour to separate signal from background will do better than any
single line or rectangular window.
Figure 28 shows the signiﬁcance improvement for various combinations of mild, aggres-
sive, and no trimming. Note that while mild trimming by itself is almost identical to no
trimming, when combined with aggressive trimming, mild does better than not trimming at
all. Combining all three does not improve over mild + aggressive alone.
After concluding that multiple mass measures can improve the signiﬁcance, we then
included the mass measures with the other discriminants in the multivariate analysis. We
found that for just kinematic variables, having multiple trimmed masses does help a little.
However, when the radiation variables are included, the multiple mass measures have no
eﬀect on the SIC curves. This seems to hold for the ZH and WH samples at the Tevatron or
the LHC. We saw no eﬀect either by adding the mass measures from mild and aggressively
trimmed jets on top of the top 10 variables or by incorporating about 100 mb¯ b measures
directly into the multivariate mix. Thus, it seems that while multiple trimmings by themselves
are useful, they share much information with many of the showered variables.
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Table 4: Top variables that showed up at the stages indicated. First number is the is ﬁrst stage they
appeared, second number is the last stage they appeared. Variables that ended up in the top 10 are
indicated with a 10. “obj.” and “prim.” refer to whether reconstructed objects or the primary four
objects (2 b-jets and 2 leptons) were used. “angul.” are the angularities.
8. Final results
Our ﬁnal results are shown in Figure 8. The top two panels show the signiﬁcance improvement
characteristics for the Tevatron, and the bottom two panels for the LHC. Our variables are
listed in Table 4, and combined using BDT with 3000 trees. For the Tevatron results, we can
get a sense of how much better we do by comparing to sets of variables used by CDF and DØ.
The SIC curves for our implementation of a subset1 of their variables, as listed in Table 5,
are also shown in Figure 8. We see that around a 10-20% improvement against irreducible
backgrounds is possible. There are a few important caveats associated with this conclusion:
we are only considering irreducible backgrounds, we base our study entirely on particle-level
Monte Carlo, we have not considered experimental or theoretical systematic uncertainties,
1We include all the variables used by these groups, except for the ones which depend on missing energy.
The missing energy variables are mostly useful in the WH for removing the t¯ t background case, which we are
not considering here. See also Section 3.10.
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Table 5: Subsets of variables used in recent CDF [1] and DØ [2] analyses which we use to compare
our eﬃciencies.
and we do not know if all of these variables can even be measured. Nevertheless, our results
do imply that future study is warranted with potentially signiﬁcant gains.
In the bottom two panels, we present our results for the LHC. While we are not aware of
any published multivariate approach to this channel by either ATLAS or CMS, as a reference,
we take the ATLAS search which used the high pT sample [6]. Comparing the eﬀectiveness
of the pT to the multivariate approach, we can see that the multivariate approach is clearly
superior. Again, although one cannot translate this directly an improvement in sensitivity, it
is reasonable to expect that since the boosted searches with pH
T > 200 GeV has greater than
3σ discovery potential with 30 fb−1, a multivariate approach including the lower pT events
would be at least as strong. Part of the motivation of the hard pT cut was to kill WH’s t¯ t
background, an issue we have not addressed. Nevertheless, one can conclude from our analysis
that a proper more complete multivariate study of the light Higgs boson discovery potential
in W/Z + H is worth pursuing.
The list of top variables is given in Table 4. The ﬁrst few variables tend to be pT and
rapidity diﬀerences, then other angular variables like twist or global variables like centrality
or HT. Starting around the 4th variable, pull consistently proves useful, followed by other
jet properties like girth, angularities, or subjet average pT’s. Since our particle-level analysis
does not take into account detector eﬀects, experimental jet calibration, or missing energy,
the best variables to be used experimentally will likely diﬀer from those in this list.
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Figure 29: SIC curves for sets of variables discussed in the text, along with the appropriate subset of
the variables used by CDF and DØ, as listed in Table 5. All curves include mb¯ b as one of the variables,
as opposed to previous Figures which were with a ﬁxed mb¯ b window. The reference SIC of 1 is still
with respect to the hard cut 90GeV < mb¯ b < 124GeV. Numbers refer to number of variables going
into the BDT (e.g. 11= top 10 + 1 for mb¯ b). Curves labeled kinematic have the radiation variables
(pull, girth, angularities) removed.
9. Conclusions
We explored Higgs boson production in association with a Z or W boson, with H → b¯ b. This
served as a case study in optimizing multivariate discriminants. We attempted to systemat-
ically consider an enormous number of discriminants, including kinematic variables natural
from an experimental point of view (e.g. azimuthal angle diﬀerences), variables natural from
a physical point of view (e.g. helicity angle of the Higgs boson decay products), variables
dependent on ﬁnal state radiation (e.g. pull), and even unmotivated kinematic variables (e.g.
scalar sum of the pT of the harder b-jet and the softer lepton from the W/Z decay). Some of
the variables we introduced, such as azilicity and twist should be more generally useful.
– 37 –We employed a simple algorithm to combine the variables systematically: take the top
single variables, and combine pairwise with every other variable. Then take the top pairs
and combine them with every other variable, and so on. We found convergence at around 8
or 9 variables, with the 5th or 6th variable still adding substantial signiﬁcance improvement.
Interestingly, we found that many ‘naive’ choices of 8 good variables diﬀer substantially from
the optimal choice. Some variables, such as pull, are not very useful by themselves, but
make a strong appearance as the 4th or 5th variable, leading to a relative 20% or so S/
√
B
improvement. It is hard to develop intuition for some of the more obscure variables, so
the use of this algorithmic procedure provides a great advantage. If one of many obscure
variables proves powerful, it can become a focal point for new theoretical understanding and
experimental study.
In order to see the marginal signiﬁcance enhancements, we observed that the signiﬁ-
cance improvement SIC = εS/
√
εB viewed as a function of the signal eﬃciency εS provides
a very powerful visualization technique. The signiﬁcance improvement curves consistently
demonstrate at least three things:
1. They show how the improvements converge when more variables are added. We found
stability at around 8 or 9.
2. They manifest instabilities when the Monte Carlo samples are inadequate. For example,
with around one million input events, the instabilities begin when εS or εB are of order
10−3 or less.
3. The curves have maxima at ﬁnite values of εS (in contrast to εS/εB, which generally
diverges at small εS). The SIC at this value, SIC, provides a quantitative measure of
the improvement of S/
√
B when the corresponding discriminant is used.
In contrast, the ROC curves, which show εB as a function of εS, and εS/εB curves, are harder
to interpret in terms of search optimization, even though they contain the same numerical
information as the SIC curves. Nevertheless, since S/B is in fact relevant to the ﬁnal analysis,
one might not want to choose εS exactly to optimize SIC, but rather to choose a somewhat
lower value, which increases S/B at a small cost to SIC. This allows for the actual signiﬁcance
measure, with systematic eﬃciencies included, to be maximized.
We also considered various ways to measure the b¯ b invariant mass, which should have a
peak near mH for the signal sample. We found that the best choice of jet algorithm and size,
out of kT, anti-kT and Cambridge/Aachen is anti-kT with R=0.5 at the LHC and anti-kT with
R=0.7 at the Tevatron, although the algorithm and jet size dependence is not very strong.
We also found that using trimmed jets to construct a single mb¯ b does not seem to help much.
It seems that optimizing the jet size can compensate for the eﬀect of trimming. On the other
hand, we found that trimming gives us an important new handle when multiple jet measures
can be combined. We found that combining mb¯ b from aggressively trimmed jets and mb¯ b
from mildly trimmed jets does uniformly better than a single trimming or no trimming at all.
This was understood qualitatively from the 2D mb¯ b distribution. Nevertheless, even multiple
– 38 –trimmings seem not to provide marginal improvement when combined with other variables
sensitive to radiation in the event. This is important observation because, at this point,
trimming has never been attempted experimentally. If it turns out the same information is
contained in, say, pull, which has already been shown to be measurable, one may be able
to avoid dealing with trimmed jets. On the other hand, if it turns out that the theoretical
uncertainties on trimmed jet masses are unusually small, or trimmed jets are less sensitive
to pileup, then it may be worth using trimming instead of variables like angularities, which
are expected to degrade faster in busy events. In any case, understanding the relationship
between these many new discriminants should be a fruitful area for further investigation.
We only considered the irreducible W/Z +b¯ b backgrounds to W/Z +H production. This
is the main reason we cannot translate our results into a ﬁnal signiﬁcance estimate. Indeed,
the reducible t¯ t background is particularly important for WH, and the W/Z+jj background
with false positive b-tags is important for both. We believe that the t¯ t background can be
easily tamed with a jet veto or a more sophisticated top anti-tag, and the jj background can
be studied in the same way that the we have studied the b¯ b background here. The b-tagging
quality could also be input as an additional variable to be optimized, rather than being ﬁxed
at 60% eﬃciency.
Combining multiple discriminants, we compared the signiﬁcance enhancement charac-
teristic to that coming from the set of variables used by CDF and DØ. We found around
a 10-20% enhancement was in principle possible. Most of the variables used by CDF and
DØ are kinematical, taking advantage of distinctions which are apparent in the distribution
of the initial hard partons. Since we include many variables, such as pull, which are absent at
the hard parton level, it is understandable that some improvement should result. However,
our conclusion is only that enhancement may be possible. The same qualitative conclusion
holds for the LHC light Higgs boson search. We ﬁnd that our variables work even better for
ZH at the LHC, partially because initial states for the background are dominantly gg in a
pp collider while the signal is q¯ q initiated at either machine. We believe that while putting a
hard cut on pZ
T reduces the problem to something more manageable, the Higgs boson can be
found without a ﬁxed restriction on pT, with potentially much larger signiﬁcance. Moreover,
at the LHC, since the detectors have better resolution, the variables related to radiation pat-
terns and jet substructure may be more accurately measured. Both the conclusions about
the Tevatron and the LHC come with a few caveats: we have only compared to irreducible
backgrounds; we have not considered experimental or theoretical systematic uncertainty; and
we have not considered the accuracy to which all our variables can actually be measured.
In this paper, we have demonstrated that it is possible to perform comprehensive mul-
tivariate analysis using Monte Carlo simulations. We have argued that SIC curves provide
a useful visualization, and that there is room for additional discovery potential for a light
Higgs boson at both the Tevatron and the LHC. Despite this intensive eﬀort, there remain a
number of important questions which we were forced to defer to future work. It is important
to verify that many of the useful discriminants are stable with regard to diﬀerent models of
the parton shower as was done for pull in [9], and that the set of important variables is roughly
– 39 –generator independent. It is also generally useful to have a better sense of how the Boosted
Decision Tree parameters should be chosen, and in which situations other methods would be
preferable. From the physics side, we believe that the dominant reducible t¯ t background can
be removed using either a jet veto or, more importantly, a multi-variable discriminant similar
to the ones we have developed here. If that and the W/Z + jj sample can be characterized,
we could produce a more realistic signiﬁcance estimate for the Higgs boson discovery reach.
Such a study should properly be done with fully reconstructed events. However, there is still
work which can be done on the theoretical side.
In summary, we have constructed a framework for evaluation and optimization of multi-
variate searches. This can form the basis for future studies in important but diﬃcult searches
at the LHC and Tevatron.
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